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Executive Summary

Use and efficiency of DDs in Europe
Direct debits (DD) are widely used in national retail payment
transactions. It is a highly efficient payment method that
generates few costs, and is completely paperless straight
through processing from the debtor to the creditor´s bank.
DDs cost less to process and are more convenient for creditors
and debtors than other payment methods such as cards,and debtors than other payment methods such as cards,
cheques or cash. To identify today’s importance of DD in
Europe and to determine the factors of success for the
implementation of SEPA DD, an actual study (“SEPA Direct
Debit – a success story for the European payment market”)
has been carried out by Steinbeis-University in Berlin. In line
with this study a representative survey among customers in
Germany, Italy and France was performed concerning national

DD has a high importance 
for all interviewees

payment habits, especially relating to DD. By choosing these
three countries the majority of European customers using this
payment method have been represented. At the same time by
selecting Germany, Italy and France three different national
DD systems can be reviewed. In addition companies in
Germany were interviewed about their opinion on DD.
The result of the survey is that DDs have great importance for
all interviewees Almost 70% of all interviewed customers andall interviewees. Almost 70% of all interviewed customers and
even 73% of the companies evaluate DD today with at least
high importance (see Fig. 1). Furthermore 85% of interviewed
customers state that DD is easy to use and convenient for
them.

37% 41% 16% 3% 3%France

32%

26%

32%

37%

42%

33%

21%

21%

23%

7%

8%

9%

3%

3%

3%

Total

Italy

Germany

Fig. 1: Importance of DDs for customers (Germany, Italy and France)
and companies in Germany when paying periodical services with
different rates (i.e. telephone bill)

major importance high importance 

medium importance minor importance

no importance
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Executive Summary

However the study also shows that pricing is a, or even the 
critical factor of success for SEPA DD. The vast majority of 

Pricing is a critical factor
interviewees will not accept higher fees for DD compared to 
today. This circumstance clearly shows the importance of an 
efficient and realizable long-term charging methodology which 
does not charge the customer.

With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area 
can be achieved for direct debit 
To profit from the advantages of DD also for cross border

Pricing is a critical factor 
of success for SEPA DD

To profit from the advantages of DD also for cross-border
transactions (prospectively the abolishment of domestic DD
schemes is also intended) SEPA DD as a legal framework for
32 EU countries started in November 2009. The purpose of
SEPA is to promote a highly convenient and efficient (cross-
border) payment system. SEPA DD is suitable for making DD
transactions safer and convenient for customers compared to
national DD schemes.

DD provides benefits for 
all parties especially to 
creditors

at o a sc e es
The survey by the Steinbeis-University in Berlin shows that
changes in SEPA DD (regarding comfort and security) in
comparison to established national DD schemes are
consistently favored by the majority of customers. E.g. higher
payment security in DDs, like offered by SEPA DD in addition
to a special identification mechanism, will be appreciated by
the vast majority (89%) of interviewed customers. But not only
because of the features from SEPA DD – the direct debit
payment per se is very important, but because DD creates
benefits for all participants (cf. Fig. 2).

Benefits to creditors

• Lower transaction costs - reduced internal payment 
handling costs: for instance no payment reminders have to be 
sent, reconciliation problems and credit/collection activities 

Benefits to debtors

• Lower transaction costs – creditors should pass some 
of the savings to debtors (Inducements for underlying 
products or services)

Benefits from DD

are reduced
• Increased certainty and predictability - amount and date 

of collection is known
• Reduced costs of working capital 

- cash flow benefits 
• Increased flexibility – collection of                                     

varying amounts possible – using 
automated methods

• Increased convenience – convenience of automatic bill 
payment (convenience in DD is higher than in other 
payment methods)

• Reduced risks and costs of 
late payment – late  payment 
fees are avoided

Benefits to creditor banks

• Lower costs for creditor banks 
to process a DD than other 
payment forms – creditor bank typically receives an 
electronic bulk of file from creditor, which it then transmits 

l t i ll

Benefits to debtorbanks

• Efficient automatic payment method – manual payment 
forms can be avoided (e.g. credit transfer on paper basis, 
cheque, etc.)

• Paperless straight through process (STP)

© RESEARCH CENTER FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Fig. 2: Benefits from DD to all participants

electronically • Paperless straight through process (STP)
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Executive Summary

Additional advantages for creditors when using SEPA DD is
the ability to collect direct debits across 32 EU countriesthe ability to collect direct debits across 32 EU countries
holding one bank account and the possibility to gain more
customers for DD through enhanced security and convenience
compared to national DD schemes.
Also SEPA DD has further advantages for customers such as
for example no collection can be processed without a debtor’s
agreement (a SEPA mandate must be in written form), the
amount and date of collection in SEPA DD is known (important

SEPA strengthens the 
benefits of the 
participants 

to 76% of customers), longer periods of revocation for wrong or
unauthorized DDs (important to 84% of customers), and
customers can make a DD payment anywhere in the EU
(important to 65% of customers).
As pictured above, these SEPA DD related benefits are
extremely important for customers and will be one of the
factors that SEPA DD becomes a pan-European success
story But by comparing the monetary benefits from creditorsstory. But by comparing the monetary benefits from creditors
and debtors economic imbalances will be obvious – creditors
have strong incentives to use DD – debtors have weak
(monetary) incentives.
Therefore SEPA DD should not be more expensive on average
for the customers than comparable national schemes. The fact,
that 55% of customers (debtors) in Germany are not willing to
pay an adequate fee even for more security and comfortp y q y
undermines this.

Today in most  EU countries customers do not pay a fee 
for direct debit 
Most European DD schemes have a cost recovery mechanism
for direct debit transactions, which mostly charges the creditor.
This is also the result of the survey, where 71% of the

t d l th d t f DD ( Fi 3)

Currently most european
DD schemes do not charge 
the c stomer customers declare they do not pay for DD (see Fig. 3).

Otherwise the vast majority (96%) of interviewed creditors pays
a transaction fee for direct debits to their bank.

the customer

19%
17%

23%
19%

7% 5% 7% 6%

5% 3% 5% 4%

40% 44%
30%

39%

30%
32%

36%
32%

F G It l T t l
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Fig. 3: Question if payment per DD is free for the interviewee

France Germany Italy Total

full agreement agreement partly agreement rather no agreement no agreement
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Executive Summary

A one sided adjustment of the economic balance in theA one-sided adjustment of the economic balance in the 
expense of the debtors leads to an enormous restraint in 
acceptance
It may be expected that most debtors would choose to remain
in their existing national DD scheme, which typically does not
charge for DDs, rather than join SEPA DD. In case of rising
prices imbalances between the creditor and debtor become
very obvious, debtors have no/ only weak incentives to use DD

Debtors will resist any 
imposition of debtor bank 
charges

y , y
(no monetary benefit).
Additionally, the introduction of fees for a service which in most
national schemes was previously provided for "free" will be
viewed negatively.
If fees are rising, 71% of the interviewed customers will shift
from DDs to other less efficient but for them more reasonable
priced payment methods (see Fig. 4). This would lead to a fall
i h f di d biin the use of direct debit.

32%

39%

38%

25%

29%

46%

32%

39%

agreement

full 
agreement

3%

23%

32%

4%

32%

2%

21%

4%

5%

19%

rather no 
agreement

partly 
agreement

Total
France
Germany

Italy

Fig. 4: Willingness to change from DD to alternative payment methods
if fees are rising

Therefore an efficient cost recovery mechanism which does
not charge the customer is a critical success factor for the

2%
1%
2%

4%

no agreement

y

implementation of SEPA DD. Particularly because SEPA DD is
a new scheme it requires up-front investments as well as
ongoing operating costs. Unless banks can recover these
costs they will be unwilling to invest in the new scheme.
Basically there are two forms of cost recovery mechanisms.
The function of a cost recovery mechanism in the form of a
balancing payment and the function in form of an exception
charge both paid from the creditor’s bank to the debtor’s bank

© RESEARCH CENTER FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
STEINBEIS-UNIVERSITY BERLIN

charge both paid from the creditor’s bank to the debtor’s bank.
Both mechanisms are based on multilateral fees which are in
this general framework of DD the applicable pricing
methodology.
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Executive Summary

In the long term the abolition of multilateral fees does notIn the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not 
lead to a offal in prices for the customer  
The abolishment of multilateral fees leads to increased costs of
bilateral negotiations between the participants. Hence bilateral
commercial arrangements for DD lead to high contracting costs
especially for smaller participants. In the absence of e.g. a
multilateral balancing payment, most debtor banks would have
to be willing to move from national schemes with a clear cost

The abolishment of 
existing multilateral fees 
does not lead to a 
permanent financial relief g

recovery mechanism to a scheme without such a mechanism.
Without e.g. MBP debtor banks losing their current efficient
cost recovery mechanism which possibly leads to an increase
in debtor bank charges for debtors. Creditors are probably the
beneficiaries of such a mechanism. The amount paid by
creditors to creditor banks for collecting DDs may be reduced,
as creditor banks would no longer make balancing payments to
d bt b k Th dit b k th f ld l

permanent financial relief 
for the customers

debtor banks. The creditor bank therefore would no longer
recover these costs from the creditor.
As a result of this, debtor banks would probably levy charges
against debtors in order to recover costs that were addressed
by the balancing payments under national schemes. Therefore
the debtor would probably pay a charge for the collection of
DDs for the first time in many European countries. In this
context it has to be noticed that the Steinbeis survey comes tocontext it has to be noticed, that the Steinbeis survey comes to
the conclusion that 71% of the interviewed customers would
surely shift to alternative payment methods, if DD becomes
more expensive for them.
Alternatively, debtor banks might cross-subsidize DDs by
introducing/increasing fees in other product areas to
compensate or to recover costs.
Finally the abolishment of multilateral fees has negative effects
on competition, as the predictable lack of suitable partners for
small banks limits the reach of SEPA DD for customers and in
turn the emerging lack of competition leads to higher prices for
costumers using DD.

A multilateral pricing enhances the performance and 
simplifies the process
Multilateral pricing reduces transaction costs and promotesMultilateral pricing reduces transaction costs and promotes
competition by enabling banks with low bargaining power to
enter the market for cross-border DDs in the same terms and
conditions as big banks. Multilateral pricing enables both,
debtors and creditors to benefit from greater predictability and
lower search costs compared to bilateral prices. Furthermore,
a multilateral pricing will absolve the need for costly bilateral
negotiations between creditor and debtor banks.

Multilateral pricing leads to 
higher efficiencies 

© RESEARCH CENTER FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Executive Summary

MBP multilateral balancing payment with fee perMBP – multilateral balancing payment with fee per 
transaction
Multilateral balancing payment is the most efficient cost
recovery mechanism as participants that benefit more from the
scheme compensate those who benefit less but whose
participation is crucial to the viability of the scheme. The MBP
will help to achieve more SEPA DD objectives of wide
reaching, efficiency and viability than other cost recovery

A multilateral balancing 
payment is the most 
applicable cost recovery 

h i
g, y y y

mechanism and ensures that debtors will not be charged for
DD transactions (see more than 75% of the interviewed
creditors would favor a negotiable amount of fees between the
parties). Furthermore, MBP enables banks to settle on a
transaction price if they do not already have a bilateral
arrangement at hand or are unable to negotiate a fee below
this price (banks are free to negotiate other arrangements).
Fi ll i i l d di bl h

mechanism

Finally it is also a transparent and predictable charge.

Rejection-based charging 
This cost recovery mechanism is based on a cross-subsidy
whereby scheme costs are recovered from a minority of
transactions (about 1%-3%). Furthermore, there is a principal-
agent problem as rejects are typically caused by debtors (due
to insufficient funds) For the scheme to provide incentives for

Scheme costs are 
recovered from a minority 
of transactions 

to insufficient funds). For the scheme to provide incentives for
efficiency the debtor bank must be able to recover the rejection
charge in full from the debtor. This additional cost would result
in debtors switching from DDs to alternative, less efficient,
transaction methods.

Combination of MBP and rejection-based charging
A combination of MBP and rejection-based charging also has
the principal-agent problem as a pure rejection-based charging
and rejection fees would result in debtors switching to
alternative payment methods which could lead to a reduction in
volume of DDs and thus make SEPA DD less viable. Also the
exception charges will cross-subsidize the costs of the scheme
and operating with two charging systems causes higher
administrative effort/ costs for participants.

Higher administration 
effort because of operating 
with two charging systems 

© RESEARCH CENTER FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Objectives and results of the study

 Creating advantages in payment for all participants, particularly for customers

 Creating a standard legal framework for cross-border direct debits

 Guaranteeing a high acceptance by all market participants

Obj ti ti f SEPA DD h bilit ffi i i bilit t d
Key objectives 

 Objective properties of SEPA DD: reachability, efficiency, viability, transparency and 
predictability

of SEPA DD

The evaluation of these objectives should be in compliance with the j p
European Commission

 SEPA DD has to be accepted by all participating partiesFactors of 
success/ for 

 SEPA DD has to be realised as a Europe-wide consistent schemeSEPA DD

8
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Objectives and results of the study

 With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved 
for direct debit

Study results

 SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct 
debit schemes

for direct debit

SEPA DD has to be 
accepted by all  SEPA DD should not be more expensive on average for customers than 

comparable national schemes

 For the success of the whole SEPA DD an early migration of the national 
schemes is very important

p y
participating parties

 Today in most  EU countries customers do not pay a fee for direct debit 
payment

comparable national schemes

 A one-sided adjustment of the economic balance at the expense of the 
debtors leads to an enormous restraint in acceptance

 In the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not lead to a fall in 
prices for the customerprices for the customer  

SEPA DD has to be 
realised as a Europe-wide  Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

9
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With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

SEPA intends to unify different domestic payment instruments in Europe 

SEPAPRE-SEPA

Euro Area 
EU 27
EEA + Switzerland 
+ Monaco

PRE-SEPA SEPA
National / local solutions Consistent solutions with additional optional services

Different payment instruments and standards, customer 
experiences and consumer law 

Unified. Core payment instruments and standards, consistent 
customer experience, application of harmonised consumer 
protection laws

Cross-border complexity and risk Reduced complexity and improved efficiency: all SEPA 

11
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C oss bo de co p e ty a d s educed co p e ty a d p o ed e c e cy a S
payments are domestic payments

Source: Making SEPA a reality, European Payment Council, September 2009 



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

In Germany, Italy and France the creditor is always charged for DD

Debtor Creditor CSM Creditor
Bank

Debtor
Bank

Creditor 
d t fl

Collection 
f d bt

Interbanking Debit account,Clearing and 

Simplified 
process 

mandate flow 
(Germany)

from debtor message, 
credit advice

debtor mandate 
flow (Italy/ 
France)

settlement 
mechanism

chain for 
domestic DD

O l th dit b k

Conclusion

Germany Charging (MBP1) 
per rejection

 Only the creditor bank 
(creditor) is charged for DD

 In case of e.g. insufficient 
funds the creditor has a 
claim for compensationy

It l

p

 Beneficiaries (creditors) of 
the scheme pay for it

Charging (MBP1)et
ho

do
lo

gy

Italy  Fair system – no charges for 
customers even for 
insufficient funds 

O ti ith t h i

Charging (MBP ) 
per transaction

ha
rg

in
g 

m
e

France

Charging (MBP1) 
per transaction

Charging (MBP1) 
per rejection

 Operating with two charging 
systems causes more 
administrative effort

 Exception charges will cross 
subsidize  the costs for the 

C
h

12
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1) MBP (multilateral balancing payment) is always paid from the creditor bank to the debtors bank

per rejection
scheme

Creditor banks usually pass on charges to creditors



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

Cashless payment methods such as DDs and credit transfer have high importance for 
interviewed customers when paying for periodical services

Importance of payment schemes for customers when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone 
bill)

- debtors -

 Direct debit is the most 
suitable payment method for 

debtors 

32% 37% 21% 7% 3%Direct Debit

major importance high importance medium importance minor importance no importance

p y
paying for periodical services 
(i.e. telephone bill)

 For many customers credit 
transfer is the second most

25%

32%

40%

37%

22%

21%

9%

7%

4%

3%

Credit Transfer

Direct Debit

transfer is the second most 
favored payment method

 Cheque is voted less suitable 
for paying for periodical 
services

28%

27%

22%

32%

19%

18%

14%

10%

16%

13%

Cash

Bank Card (PIN)

services 

 Cash and card payment are 
also voted suitable for paying 
for periodical services. 
Reason could be that

20%

20%

23%

26%

17%

21%

14%

15%

25%

17%

Credit Card

Bank Card (Signature)

Reason  could be, that 
customers also estimated 
periodical POS payment 9% 17% 19% 22% 33%Cheque
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone bill)



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

Fourths of interviewed creditors DD is the preferred payment method

Importance of payment schemes for companies when paying for periodical services with different rates

- creditors -

 Interviewed companies 
(creditors) prefer direct debit  

creditors 

49% 24% 9% 10% 7%Direct Debit

major importance high importance medium importance minor importance no importance

( ) p
for paying for periodical 
services 

 Cash is also seen as a 
possible payment method –22%

37%

36%

31%

17%

11%

15%

12%

9%

8%

Credit Transfer

Cash

possible payment method 
reason is that numerous 
interviewees are retailers

 Card payment is also voted 
suitable for paying for

16%

22%

23%

36%

31%

17%

17%

15%

13%

9%

Debit Card (EC/Maestro)

Credit Transfer

suitable for paying for 
periodical services. Reason -
same as  with cash -
numerous interviewees are 
commerce7%

15%

8%

23%

9%

31%

36%

11%

39%

20%

Credit Card

ELV/OLV

 Cheque is voted less suitable 
for paying for periodical 
services

3% 7% 8% 31% 51%Cheque

14
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Question to creditors (Germany):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit
The reason why DD is so important for customers (debtors) and companies (creditors)
is that it is one of the most efficient pa ment methods and creates benefits for all participants

Benefits to creditors
• Lower transaction costs - reduced internal payment 

Benefits to debtors
• Lower transaction costs – creditors should pass some 

is that it is one of the most efficient payment methods and creates benefits for all participants

handling costs: for instance no payment reminders have to be 
sent, reconciliation problems and credit/collection activities 
are reduced

• Increased certainty and predictability - amount and date  
of collection is known

of the savings to debtors (Inducements for underlying 
products or services)

• Increased convenience – convenience of automatic bill 
payment (convenience in DD is higher than in other 

t th d )of collection is known
• Reduced costs of working capital 

- cash flow benefits 
• Increased flexibility – collection of                                     

varying amounts possible – using 
automated methods

payment methods)

• Reduced risks and costs of 
late payment – late  payment 
fees are avoided

Benefits from DDBenefits from DD
automated methods

Benefits to creditor banks 
• Lower costs for creditor banks 

to process a DD than other

Benefits to debtor banks 
• Efficient automatic payment method – manual payment 

f b id d ( di f b ito process a DD than other 
payment forms – creditor bank typically receives an 
electronic bulk of files from creditor, which it then 
transmits electronically 

forms can be avoided (e.g. credit transfer on paper basis, 
cheque, etc.)

• Paperless straight through process (STP)

15
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Source: Interviews with experts



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

Most interviewed customers consider direct debit as a convenient and secure payment scheme

Statements on direct debit which customers would agree with

For me direct debit is easy 
t d i t

I think direct debit is a very 
secure payment scheme

- debtors -

to use and convenient secure payment scheme

51%
56%

44%
53%

full agreement
35%

45%
32%

31%
full agreement

34%

9%

31%

13%

42%

13%

32%

partly agreement

agreement
38%

17%

34%

19%

46%

25%

36%

partly 
agreement

agreement

2%

12%

2%

9%

1%

1%

2%
rather no 

agreement
5%

21%

3%

17%

2%

2%

7%
rather no 

agreement

agreement

 Customers in France especially estimate that direct debit  The bulk of the interviewees (73%) think that direct debit is a 

Total
Germany
Italy

France
Total

Germany
Italy

France
1%
2%

1%
1%

no agreement
2%
2%

1%
2%

no agreement

Today most of the interviewees in Germany, France and Italy consider direct debit as a convenient and secure 
payment scheme

payment is easy to use and convenient 
 85% of interviewed customers state that DD is easy for them 

to use and convenient

very secure payment scheme
 Though almost one third doubt its security

16
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payment scheme
Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
3. Which statement on direct debit do you agree with?



With SEPA DD a high acceptance in the whole SEPA area can be achieved for direct debit

Creditors using DDs have an advantage in terms of liquidity – benefits arise from savings in 
the cash and financing costs tied up in the accounts receivable

Days of credit period by
payment on account in Germany

Days of outstanding debt claim 
by payment on account in Germany Conclusion

Average credit period Average debt claim
 By payment on account the 

average period of outstanding debt 
claim in Germany is 28 days

 Use of DDs may permit a reduction 

- creditors - - creditors -

40 46
in days outstanding because DDs 
are collected on the invoice due 
date, and not at some future time 
when the debtor chooses to make 
payment

25 Maximum

46

28
Maximum* *

 DD thus:
 Reduce the amount of working 

capital that creditors need to 
manage their accounts 
receivable10

25

D
ay

s

Maximum
Minimum
Average

28

D
ay

s Minimum
Average

* *

 Reduce associated financing 
costs

 Improve payment certainty and 
thereby reduce financial risk for 
creditors

10

2

The average debt claim of 28 days shows that creditors have considerable disadvantages by payment on account 
in comparison to direct debit

*excluding outliers
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Question to creditors (Germany):
2. How many days of credit period do you concede on average by payment on account?
3. How many days the average debt claim is outstanding by payment on account?



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

Compared to national DD schemes (e.g. Germany) – SEPA DD is safer and more convenient for 
customers

Comparison of national and SEPA DD – scheme 
(non-exhaustive enumeration)

N ti l DD S h fNational DD-Scheme for 
example Germany SEPA DD-Scheme

 Only domestic transfers  Transfers between EU countries in 
addition to domestic transfers SEPA DD with

Result of comparison

 Use of account number and bank 
code  Use of IBAN and BIC

 No identification of creditor (no code 
necessary)

 Identification of creditor via UCI 
(Unique Creditor Identifier) code

increased range of
application

necessary) (Unique Creditor Identifier) code

 „Einzugsermächtigung“ valid until 
recall

 Break up of mandatory after 36 
months of disuse 

 Additional mandatory information by 
SEPA DD offers more 

security options
 Only reference to „Einzugs-

ermächtigung“ by debit collections
debit collections (e.g. mandate-
number which is specified for single 
and further transactions)

 Payable at sight (date is unknown)  Payable when due (agreement of a Payable at sight (date is unknown) due date between participants)

 Revocation of debit until 6 weeks / for 
unauthorized unlimited

 Return of debit until 8 weeks / for
unauthorized debits up to 13 month

SEPA DD with more 
convenience

18
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Because of higher security and convenience options SEPA DD is at least as save and convenient 
as national DD schemes



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

Most interviewees appreciate a higher payment security and longer possibility to cancel –
both features offered by SEPA DD

Importance  of changes in direct debit

- debtors -
Higher payment security 
(i.e. trader/creditor must identify themselves in future)

Longer possibilty to cancel wrong or unauthorized direct debit 
(period lengthening from 6 to 8 weeks)

debtors 

70% 70%

55%
59%59%57%

70%

50%49%

38%

49%50%

70%

Total
Germany
Italy

France
Total

Germany
Italy

France

32%

12%

33%35%

13%

32%

10%

31%

13%

38%

11%

35%

18%

34%

13%

1% 0%
6%

1% 1%2% 1%

10%

1% 1%
0%

major importance high importance medium 
importance

minor importance no importance

4%
1%

11%

1% 1%
3% 2%3% 1%

0%
major importance high importance medium 

importance
minor importance no importance

 Higher payment security in DDs, like offered by SEPA 
DD with the adoption of an additional identification 
mechanism, will be appreciated by the vast majority 
(89%) of interviewed customers 

 Longer possibility to cancel wrong or unauthorized direct 
debit is very important for the majority (84%) of the 
interviewees
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
2. Rate the importance that you attach to following changes in direct debit



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

A precise due- and withdrawal date plus the authorization for a single direct debit (also featured 
by SEPA DD) would make DD payment more attractive for interviewed customers

Importance  of changes in direct debit

- debtors -
Possibility to agree on a precise due date / withdrawal date
(currently withdrawal date / validation remain disregarded)

Authorization for a single direct debit
(so far there is no difference between a single and periodical direct debit)

debtors 

70% 70%

37% 37%

43%41%
38% 38%

70%

40%

45%

38%
41%41%

70%

Total
Germany
Italy

France
Total

Germany
Italy

France

37% 37%

20%

36%

17%

30%

23%

11%

38% 38%

19%

34%

19%

38%

13%

31%

9%

34%

18%

5%
1%3% 2%

11%
6%4%

2%
0%

major importance high importance medium 
importance

minor importance no importance

4% 3%2% 1%

9%

2% 2%
4% 3%

0%
major importance high importance medium 

importance
minor importance no importance

 76% of the interviewees would favour a precise due -
and withdrawal date

 75% of customers would appreciate the possibility for a 
single direct debit which is possible in SEPA DD
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
2. Rate the importance that you attach to following changes in direct debit



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

65 % of interviewed customers would appreciate a pan-European application of direct debit

Importance  of changes in direct debit

- debtors -

Europe-wide applicability
(so far direct debit is only possible on national market) Conclusion

debtors 

 The majority (65%) of the 
interviewed customers  would 
appreciate a pan-European 

70%

Total
Germany
Italy

France

pp p p
application of DD payment

 Especially Italian customers would 
favour the application. 77% of them 
vote at least with “high importance”

33%
28%

24%

43%

34%
31% 31%

35%
30%

vote at least with high importance

 Pan-European use would lead to 
higher transaction figures for DD

24%

9%
6%

16%

6%
1%

19%

6%
3%

22%

9%
5%

1%
0%

major importance high importance medium importance minor importance no importance
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
2. Rate the importance that you attach to following changes in direct debit



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

Almost half of the interviewed customers have at least partly doubts about security when paying 
with national DD schemes – SEPA DD therefore offers further security options

Statements on direct debit which customers would agree with

- debtors -

Al t h lf f th i t i

I have no security concerns handing over my bank 
account data (especially account number)

debtors 

Almost half of the interviewees
have at least partial doubts about
security when paying with
national DD schemes

14% 24% 35% 17% 10%Germany

full agreement agreement partly agreement

rather no agreement no agreement

SEPA DD therefore offers further
security options:

• Identification of creditor via UCI
(Unique Identifier Code)

19%

14%

40%

24%

32%

35%

6%

17%

3%

10%

Italy

Germany

(Unique Identifier Code)

• Break up of mandatory after 36                
months of disuse 

• Additional mandatory information

37% 39% 18% 4%

1%

France

Additional mandatory information 
by debit collections (e.g. mandate-
number which is specified for 
single and further transactions)

21% 32% 30% 11% 6%Total
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
3. Which statement on direct debit do you agree with?



SEPA DD has to be as secure and comfortable as present national direct debit schemes

SEPA DD allows to spread the advantages of national DD schemes over the whole SEPA area

Additional benefits of DD through implementation of SEPA DD to all participants 

Benefits to creditors from SEPA DD 
• Ability for creditors to collect direct debits across 32 EU 

countries holding one bank account – choice of  the most 
powerful bank institute

Benefits to debtors from SEPA DD
• No collection could be processed without a debtors 

agreement (SEPA mandate must be in written form)

• Amount and date of collection is known
• Ability to win more consumers for DD through enhanced 

security and convenience compared to national DD-
schemes

Amount and date of collection is known

• Longer period of revocation for 
unauthorized payments

• Debtors can pay DDs 
anywhere in the EU

Benefits from SEPA DDBenefits from SEPA DD

anywhere in the EU

• SEPA DD makes payment safer 
and more convenient

Benefits to creditor banks 
from SEPA DD 
• Ability for competition amongst all

banks for DD-business in the Euro-zone (no market entry 

Benefits to debtor banks 
from SEPA DD 

• Lower costs for DD by introducing a single euro 
barrier)

• Enabling a greater number of transactions – DD 
transaction costs are subject to significant economies of 
scale (Because of single technical standard costs could be 

d d d i i t ti ff t ld b d d)

Lower costs for DD by introducing a single euro 
payment method – realisation of economies of scale

• Process cycle is transparent, reliable and clear

• Identification of Direct Debit Creditors (UCI code)
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saved and administrative effort could be reduced)

Source: Interviews with experts



For the success of the whole SEPA DD an early migration of the national schemes is very 
important

To get prompt access in the German market which is very important for the success of the whole
SEPA DD, solutions for open questions (e.g. validation of existing mandate) have to be found

General challenge:
Challenges in converting from national DD schemes to SEPA DD may appear in most/every national DD scheme. 

Challenges in converting the German 
national DD scheme to SEPA DD Solution Conclusion

g g y pp y
Main problem is that existing direct debit mandates will lose their validation for SEPA DD.

Existing 
direct debit

• SEPA DD needs own/new 
mandates - existing direct 
debit mandates form the 
national DD scheme could

• Automatic conversion from 
direct debit authorization 
(“Einzugsermächtigung”) to 
SEPA DD mandate

• High importance of an 
early migration of the direct debit 

mandate will 
lose its 

validation

national DD scheme could 
not be used for SEPA DD

• High conversion costs by 
implementing new SEPA DD 
mandates for all existing

SEPA DD mandate

• Automatic conversion 
requires legal requirements 
of mandate migration, 
which is not implemented

y g
German DD scheme to 
SEPA DD

• High importance 
because DDmandates for all existing 

German national mandates
which is not implemented 
yet

G dit

because DD 
transaction costs are 
subject to significant 
economies of scale

• Germany has by far
No „DD by 
sight“ in 
SEPA DD

• Problems with creditors 
acceptance without “DD by 
sight” in SEPA DD

• German credit economy 
could enable DD by sight 
as a special service to 
SEPA core DD

Germany has by far 
the largest number of 
DDs in the euro zone 
(between 35-40 per-
cent of total euro zone 
DD t ti )
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DD transactions) 



SEPA DD should not be more expensive on average for customers than comparable 
national schemes

By comparing benefits and costs for creditors and debtors economic imbalances will be 
obvious – creditors with strong incentives in DD – debtors are not willing to pay charges

Benefits Costs

• High benefits 

• Increased certainty and predictability: The 
possibility to define the exact date of collection

• A simple and cost-efficient way to collect funds
• The certainty of payment completion within a 

• No additional costs compared to other 
payment  methodsCreditor

g
for creditors

• Willingness to 
pay charges

y p y p
predetermined time cycle

• The opportunity to optimize cash flow and 
treasury management

• Straightforward reconciliation of payments 
received

• The ability to collect funds from debtors using a

• Increased convenience: debtors have the 
• Loss of liquidity compared to gain for 

creditor 
• Low benefits 

for debtors

• The ability to collect funds from debtors using a 
single payment instrument across 32 countries

convenience of automatic bill payment
• Reduced risks and costs of late payment 

• Loss of control of cash flow
• Shorter payment target compared with 

credit transfer

Debtor for debtors
• Reluctance to 

pay charges

• The analysis demonstrates that there are imbalances in benefits and costs between creditors and 
debtors

• Creditors have strong incentives to draw debtors into DD schemes, while debtors may be 
indifferent between this payment method and other payment methods available
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indifferent between this payment method and other payment methods available
Source: Interviews with experts



SEPA DD should not be more expensive on average for customers than comparable 
national schemes

That customers (debtors) are not willing to pay charges is shown in the example, 55% of the 
German interviewees are not willing to pay an adequate fee even for more security and comfort

Statements on direct debit which customers would agree with

debtors

Conclusion
For more security and comfort I am willing to pay an adequate 
fee in the future

- debtors -

 62% of all interviewees are at most 
partly willing to pay a fee for more 
security and comfort

 German interviewees are

17%
32%

26%

15%

13%

9%
full agreement

German interviewees are 
especially unwilling to pay an 
adequate fee for DD transactions 
even for more security and comfort

 French customers on the contrary26%

21%

23%

32%

34%

26%

24%
partly agreement

agreement

 French customers on the contrary 
are predominantly willing to pay 
such a fee

 The differences between Germany 
and France may lay in the

16%

26%

7%
15%

32%

22%
rather no agreement

and France may lay in the 
efficiency of the respective national 
scheme20%

6%
9%

32%
no agreement

Total
Germany
Italy

France
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
3. Which statement on direct debit do you agree with? 



SEPA DD should not be more expensive on average for customers than comparable 
national schemes

If DD becomes more expensive, the majority of the interviewed customers is at least not 
sure if they will further prefer DD payment

Statements on direct debit which customers would agree with

debtors

Even if direct debit is more expensive for me than 
alternative payment schemes, I will prefer it because 
of its many advantages

Conclusion

- debtors -

 If direct debit payment becomes 
more expensive than alternative 
payment schemes the majority of

13%
18%

13%

17%

11%
full agreement

payment schemes, the majority of 
the interviewed customers (66%) is 
at least not sure if they will further 
prefer DD payment

 German interviewees are

21%

27%

26%

36%

23%

33%

17%

partly agreement

agreement

 German interviewees are 
especially very price sensitive. 40% 
of them will not use DD payment if 
it becomes more expensive than 
alternative payment schemes20%

32%

16%

27%

17%
24%

rather no 
agreement

Total
Germany
Italy

France

14%
13%

11%
16%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
3. Which statement on direct debit do you agree with?



Today in most  EU countries customers do not pay a fee for direct debit payment

Most European DD schemes do not charge the customer, they have a cost recovery mechanism
which charges the creditor

Allocation of charges (in principle)
 In 7 countries (DE1, BE, DK, FI, NL, ES, SE) 

Number of DD / year per inhabitant in 2008

120 ( )
only the creditor pays charges

 In 5 countries (UK, IE, IT, AT and PT) both 
sides, creditor and debtor pay charges

 No information about France available. No

99 96

7480

100

120

No information about France available. No 
fees are charged

 For Luxemburg no fees are charged at all nor 
to the debtor, nor to the creditor

Popular with eurozone member states are
23

36

16
25

47 51

25

49

18
29

20

40

60

Popular with eurozone member states are 
wholesale cost recovery mechanism for DD 
transactions. Possible  forms  are balancing 
payment or an exceptions charge, paid from 
creditor´s bank to the debtor´s bank

f

9

0

20

DE BE DK FI SE FR UK IE IT AT ES NL PT LU1

only the creditor pays charges both sides pay  no fees

Actually it has to be noted, that currently most eurozone member states have some form of wholesale 
cost recovery mechanism for DD transactions. For example Germany and Austria, both have an 
exception charge in the form of a rejection-based charging methodology

Source: 
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Data from 2008, ECB Blue Book
Bogaert & Vandemeulebroeke, August 2003, STUDY ON THE HARMONISATION OF THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR CROSS-
BORDER DIRECT DEBIT SYSTEMS IN THE 15 MEMBER STATES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, Belgium, page  421

1) In Germany some banks charge 
fees to the customers for rejection 
– this is outside the DD scheme



Today in most  EU countries customers do not pay a fee for direct debit payment

Almost three-quarters of the interviewed customers declare that they do not pay for direct debit

Statements on direct debit which customers would agree with

transaction

- debtors -
Payment per direct debit is free for me For me direct debit is cheaper than 

alternative payment schemes

debtors 

40%
30%

44%
full 

agreement 35%
24%

22%
full 

agreement

Total
Germany
Italy

France

32%

39%

30%

40%

36%
32%

agreement

agreement

34%

26%

32%

35%

44%
28%

agreement

agreement

19%
19%

7%

23%

5%

17%

rather no 

partly 
agreement

26%
20%

4%

26%

10%

30%

rather no 

partly 
agreement

4%

6%

5%

7%

5%
3%

no agreement

agreement

7%

8%

5%

7%

2%
10%

no agreement

agreement

71% of the interviewed customers are sure, that they do not pay a fee for direct debit
For the majority of the customers (60%) direct debit is cheaper than alternative payment methods
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
3. Which statement on direct debit do you agree with?



Today in most  EU countries customers do not pay a fee for direct debit payment

Almost all interviewed creditors pay a transaction fee for direct debits to their bank 

amount  return debit feeQuestion about fees for direct debit 
submission

Amount of the current fee per 
submitted direct debit / return debit

amount of direct debit fee1

Yes No 

Conclusion

 Almost all creditors

- creditors - - creditors -

0 19 €  Almost all creditors 
in Germany (96%) 
pay a fee for direct 
debit submission

 These fees are only 
b k t it

96%

0,19 €

0 07 €
0,11 €

of
 fe

e 
in

 c
en

t

Maximum
Minimum
Average
1 Quartil

amount of return debit fee 2

book-entry items 
and no explicit direct 
debit based charges

 On average the 
amount of fees is 7 

4%

direct debit fee 
per transaction

0,02 €

0,07 €
0,04 €

A
m

ou
nt

 1. Quartil
2. Quartil

amount of return debit fee 2
cents per 
transaction

 In Germany nearly 
all creditors pay for 
return debit17%

83%
return debit fee 
per transaction

9,50 €fe
e 

in
 E

ur
o

return debit 

 The average fee for 
return debit is €7.40

17%

0% 50% 100% 3,00 €

7,40 €

A
m

ou
nt

 o
f 
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2)  Payment for return debit consists fees from the 
creditor’s bank and fees from the debtors bank

1) In Germany the charge is for 
book-entry items

Question to creditors (Germany):
4. Do you currently pay a fee for direct debit submission?



A one-sided adjustment of the economic balance at the expense of the debtors leads to an
enormous restraint in acceptance

If DD becomes more expensive, over 70% of all interviewed customers will shift 
to alternative payment schemes

Reaction of customers if payment per direct debit 
becomes more expensive in the future Shifting to alternative payment schemesp

- debtors -

5%
4% 11%

full agreement agreement partly agreement
rather no agreement no agreement70%

36%
19%

17%

18%

18%

13%

5%

16%

7%

12%

16%
31%

11%
24%

39%

32%

28%
39% 31%

25%

20%

34%

24%

19%

18%32%

23%

28%
15% 22%

Cash Credit Transfer Cheque Bank Card Credit Card

3% 2%
0%

full 
agreement

agreement partly 
agreement

rather no 
agreement

no 
agreement

71% of the interviewees would surely shift to alternative payment methods, because of higher fees.
Only 5% of interviewed customers would not shift to alternative payment even though fees are rising
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
4. a) Should direct debit become more expensive I will shift  to alternative payment schemes.
4. b) Payment schemes which I will shift  to



A one-sided adjustment of the economic balance at the expense of the debtors leads to an 
enormous restraint in acceptance

Creditors are less sensitive if their prices for DDs are rising – only a quarter of the interviewed
creditors would surely shift to alternative payment methods like cash or credit transfer

Reaction of creditors if payment by direct debit 
becomes more expensive in the future Shifting to alternative payment schemesp

- creditors -

70%
6% 5%

full agreement agreement partly agreement
rather no agreement no agreement

39%
17% 18%

36%
23%

7% 9%

15% 16%
21%

44%

12% 10% 16%

7%

23% 21%

8%
27%

38%

43%
30%

26%

31%

18%17%

36%
34%25%

Bank CardCash ChequeCredit 
Transfer

ELV/OLV Credit Card

0%
full 

agreement
agreement partly 

agreement
rather no 

agreement
no 

agreement

27%
6% 10%

20%
11%

8%

Only 24% of the interviewed creditors would surely shift to alternative payment methods, if direct debit 
becomes more expensive for them. Cash and credit transfer are to be considered as alternative methods.
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Question to creditors (Germany):
7 a) How do you evaluate the following statements: “Should payment via direct debit become more expensive in the future, we will shift to other payment schemes.”
7 b) “Alternative payment schemes to which our company will shift.”



A one-sided adjustment of the economic balance at the expense of the debtors leads to an 
enormous restraint in acceptance

Customers are rather more price sensitive than creditors, a one-sided adjustment of prices
probably leads to a reduction in volume of DDs and makes SEPA DD less viable

Impact of higher DD costs for customers Overview of cashless payment forms in the EU

Number of transactions/ year per inhabitant in 2008• The introduction of fees for a service which 
was previously provided for "free" will be 
viewed negatively by customers who may shift 

400to alternative transactions which delay the 
timing of their payments (e.g. credit transfers)

• Debtors payment handling cost would rise due 
to a higher number of card and credit transfer

250

300

350

400

Debit Card

Chequeto a higher number of card and credit transfer 
(substitute the automatic payment instrument 
DD through manual payment instruments)

• Costs would also rise for creditor and debtor 50

100

150

200
Cheque

Direct Debit

Costs would also rise for creditor and debtor 
banks – they could not realise economies of 
scale in DD scheme because of low volumes, 
thus prices for customers will rise

Card Payment, cheques and credit transfers are already 
l i f i h EU

0

50

DE BE DK FI SE FR UK IE IT AT ES NL PT LU

Credit Transfer

Higher costs for customers lead to a possible reduction in usage of DDs and a shift to other 
payment forms. The reduction in volume of DDs may make SEPA DD less viable

alternative payment forms in the  EU 
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Source: ECB Blue Book



In the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not lead to a fall in prices for the customer

In principle bilateral charging makes direct debit schemes more expensive for banks and also for 
customers because rising costs could be easily handed to the customers side  

Effects on abolishment of existing multilateral fees Impact on customers

Increased 
costs of 
bilateral

• Large numbers of banks would seek bilateral 
commercial arrangements for DD which lead to 
high contracting costs 

• Especially for small banks it is a great effort to find 
it bl bil t l t f ti DD

1 • Banks will shift higher costs for DD to 
creditors but also to debtors 

• Customers have to pay more because of 
the intransparent system and possible 
f th fbilateral 

negotiations 
suitable bilateral partners for executing DDs 

• Charging system becomes intransparent (wide 
range of opaque arrangements and fees)

2

further fees
• Small banks with little transaction volumes 

can‘t compensate costs for DD like bigger 
banks

A possible 
increase in 
debtor bank 

• Without MBP debtor banks lose their current 
efficient cost recovery mechanism (debtor banks 
incur more cost in processing a DD than creditor 
banks)

• Debtors would be charged directly by 
debtor banks for DD – transactions (Before 
in most EU countries debtors don‘t have to 
pay a fee to the debtor‘s bank)charges

Th f di b k h ld b
3

banks) pay a fee to the debtor s bank)

A possible 
reduction in 

creditor bank 
charges

• The amount of creditor bank charges could be 
reduced (creditor banks would no longer make 
balancing payments to debtor banks)

• Reduction depends on the charging structure of 
the banks (if they are transaction based

• Again costs would be handed to the 
customers side
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charges the banks (if they are transaction based, 
creditors bank charges will be reduced)



In the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not lead to a fall in prices for the customer

Bilateral charging is negative for the success of SEPA DD – reduction in using DD causes a lack 
of economies of scale which leads to further rising prices for DD

Effects on abolishment of existing multilateral fees Impact to customers

Reductions in 
using direct 

• Customers may shift to other payment forms 
because of higher charges 

• The volumes of direct debit transfers would 
decrease

4 • Banks costs would rise, therefore creditors 
and also customers would be stressed with 
higher costs for DDs

debit • Banks could not realise economies of scale in 
DD – scheme becaues of low volumes

5

Possible 
increase in 
other bank 

• DD – transaction could be free-of-charge 
for customers, but through the cross-
subsidization  other products or services 
become more expensive

• Banks in particular the debtor banks would 
probably introduce other fees to compensate lost 
revenues from multi-balanced payments

• In other product areas banks will cross-subsidize 
charges

6
• Lack of suitable partners for small banks

p
lost revenues

• Without balancing-payment arangements banks

Negative 
effects on 

competition

• Lack of suitable partners for  small banks 
limits the reach of SEPA DD for customers

• The lack of competition in the market leads 
to higher prices for costumers using DD

• Without balancing-payment arangements banks 
will force bilateral agreements with partner banks

• Small banks may fail to find suitable bilateral 
partners for executing DDs 

• Only large banks and communities would have a 
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y g
chance to close profitable bilateral agreements 



In the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not lead to a fall in prices for the customer

No consistent position between interviewed creditors if the allocation of DD charges should be
negotiable or bindingly regulated. Negotiable allocation would lead to rising fees for customers  

Statements regarding  the organisation of  DD fees (direct debit / return debit)

dit

The allocation of arising fees should be 
bindingly regulated for all parties 
(banks, creditors and customers) 

Arising fees should be negotiable between 
parties (banks, creditors and customers) Conclusion

• No consistent 

- creditors -

position between 
interviewed 
creditors if the 
allocation of DD 
fees should be

70% 70%

fees should be 
negotiable or 
bindingly 
regulated for all 
parties 

38%

29%
26%

41%

• If the allocation of 
DD fees would be 
negotiable  
between the 

ti i i f

17%

6%
10%

0%

18%

9%
6%

0% parties, rising fees 
for customers 
would be probable

0%
full 

agreement
agreement partly 

agreement
rather no 

agreement
no 

agreement

0%
full 

agreement
agreement partly 

agreement
rather no 

agreement
no 

agreement
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Question to creditors (Germany):
5. Statements regarding  the organisation of DD fees (direct debit / return debit)



In the long-term the abolition of multilateral fees does not lead to a fall in prices for the customer

Creditors would prefer a negotiable amount of fees between the parties. Negotiable amounts 
of fees would probably lead to rising fees for customers

Statements regarding  the organisation of  DD fees (direct debit / return debit)

dit

The amount of arising fees should be 
negotiable between the parties 
(banks, creditors and customers).

The amount of arising fees should be arranged in 
the direct debit scheme for all parties (banks, 
creditors and customers).

Conclusion

• More than 75% of 

- creditors -

the interviewed 
creditors favour a 
negotiable amount 
of fees between 
the parties

70% 70%

the parties

• Only 21% would 
prefer if the 
amount of fees is 
arranged in the

41%

35% 36%

27%
arranged in the  
DD scheme

• A negotiable 
amount of fees 
would probably

8%
6%

10% 8%
13%

16%

0% would probably 
lead to rising fees 
for customers 

0%
full 

agreement
agreement partly 

agreement
rather no 

agreement
no 

agreement

0%
full 

agreement
agreement partly 

agreement
rather no 

agreement
no 

agreement
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Question to creditors (Germany):
5. Statements regarding  the organisation of DD fees (direct debit / return debit)
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Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

Multilateral prices produce efficiencies and technical progress for SEPA DD – therefore it is 

Characteristics of multilateral prices Characteristics of bilateral prices

important to realise SEPA DD as a pan-European consistent scheme, also with multilateral prices

• Multilateral prices produce a range of efficiencies, 
including obtaining reachability of SEPA DD within the 
EU, lower transaction costs, increased transparency 
and facilitating new entries

• Bilateral prices will increase transaction costs because 
of the higher complexity of the scheme

• Cost increase (e.g. because of higher administrative and facilitating new entries

• Lower administrative efforts for creditor and debtor 
banks, hence lower costs for administration

• Multilateral prices avoid any potentially discriminatory 

( g g
effort) could offset any supposed advantages of no 
MBP

• Bilateral prices will reduce transparency and could 
encourage the formation of exclusive arrangements p y p y y

or exclusionary national/regional arrangements

• Interchange fees could ensure, that the debitor is not 
charged for the DD

g g
with advantages for some big players on the one hand 
and disadvantages for smaller market actors on the 
other hand

• Multilateral prices strengthen the position of smaller 
participants (banks, merchants and customers) in the 
whole SEPA area 

• Multilateral pricing enables debtors and creditors to

+ –

Multilateral pricing enables debtors and creditors to 
benefit from greater predictability and lower search 
costs compared to bilateral prices

advantages disadvantages
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+ –advantages disadvantages

Source: Interviews with experts



Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

Multilateral prices do not eliminate competition and can easily be monitored

Impact of multilateral prices on competition 

Multilateral prices for DDs will 
not eliminate competition
• A multilateral pricing for DDs is 

Fixing the multilateral pricing
• The multilateral pricing is based on 

a rigorous cost analysis

Ability to monitor competition
• Regulators and competition 

authorities can easily monitor 
just one component of the overall 
costs of services provided by 
banks to their customers

• Banks will continue to compete 

• The multilateral pricing only sets a 
default fee cap, the level of which is 
subject to periodic review

a SEPA DD multilateral 
pricing

• Possibility to measure 
relationships between prices p

on wider “account packages” of
retail banking services, of which 
DDs and multilateral prices form 
only a small part

p p
and input costs such as the 
balancing payment

• Adjustments could be 
monitored over a period ofy p

• Bilateral arrangements are also 
possible

monitored over a period of 
time

• Multilateral prices do not eliminate the competition between retail banks inside the SEPA area 
• High transparency will enable to ensure that anti-competitive effects will not emerge. Compared 

to that, there are difficulties in attempting to monitor a multitude of bilateral agreements from 
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banks across the whole SEPA area
Source: Interviews with experts



Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

Multilateral prices should be realised in line with an EU wide efficient cost recovery mechanism –
ltil t l b l i t d j ti b d h i b i ll li blmultilateral balancing payment and rejection-based charging are basically applicable

SEPA Direct Debit Scheme –
Multilateral Balancing Payment 

[2] Pre-notification [2] Pre-notification

SEPA Direct Debit Scheme –
Rejection-based charging1

1 2

[1]DEBTORDEBTOR CREDITORCREDITOR[1] MandateDEBTORDEBTOR CREDITORCREDITOR

Fee per transaction

[2] Pre notification [2] Pre notification

[3]
[5] [7]

[3] Collection including 
mandate data[5] Debit 

account
[7] Credit
account

Fee per transaction 
(creditor bank charges 

creditor)

2
“Polluter-pays 
principle“ –
debtor bank 
charges debtor 
(e g in case of

1b
2 Creditor bank 

charges creditor 
with fees from 
debtor bank and 

ith f

CREDITORCREDITOR
BANKBANK

DEBTORDEBTOR
BANKBANK

[6]

Interbanking agreement

Fee per transaction

CREDITORCREDITOR
BANKBANK

DEBTORDEBTOR
BANKBANK

[6][6]
“Polluter-pays principle“ – debtor 
bank charges creditor bank 

1a

(e.g. in case of 
insufficient 
funds)

1

with own fees

CSMCSM
[4]

[6][6]

[4]
CSMCSM

[4] Interbanking 
message

Interbanking 
message

Interbanking 
message

[4] Interbanking message

Interbanking agreement

Clearing and settlement mechanismClearing and settlement mechanism

1) Differences to German DD scheme:
[2] No Pre-notification in German DD scheme
[3] In German DD-scheme collection without mandate data 

In the German scheme the debtor bank always charges the creditor bank                  

Some form of balancing payment currently exists for DD 
transactions in most of the euro zone countries
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n way of charges

with fees for rejects (amount is fixed at €3). No “polluter-pays principle“ inside   
the scheme. In case of e.g. insufficient funds the creditor has civil liability              
claims against the debtor

1Direction of fees inside the DD scheme
Direction of fees outside the DD scheme



Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

From the two fundamental applicable models for a cost recovery mechanism – three possible 
options result

Multilateral balancing payment Rejection-based charging Combination of MBP and 1 2
1 2+

• The fee is always applied per 
transaction and is always paid by the 
creditor (payee) bank to the debtor 

• Debtor and creditor banks collect fees 
only for rejects and revocations

• Scheme is a combination of a multi-
balancing payment and a rejection-
based charging methodology

Multilateral balancing payment Rejection based charging rejection-based charging 
1 2+

(p y )
(payor) bank

• Process costs from the debtor bank 
are paid from the creditor bank 
(balancing payment)

• “Polluter-pays principle” – the one 
causing the rejection or revocation is 
owing the charge

• There are several reasons for 

g g gy

• The combination is a wholesale cost 
recovery mechanism for direct debit 
transactions

• Balancing fees are normally fixed by 
the banking communities

• Clearing and settlement 
infrastructures are not part of the 

rejecting a transaction (insufficient 
funds, account closed, wrong account 
number or name don’t match, no 
mandate, reversal or revocation)

• The MBP fee is always applied per 
transaction and is always paid by the 
creditor (payee) bank to the debtor 
(payor) bank

agreement and normally only have 
the function of settling the fees

• Mulilaterally agreed balancing fees 
function by default – bilateral 

t l ibl

• For each rejection debtor bank has to 
decide who is the “polluter”

• The rejection-based charge is paid for 
rejects and revocations. Payor is the 
causer of the rejection or revocation

arrangements are also possible
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Source: Interviews with experts



Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

The result of comparing the three possible options for a cost recovery mechanism with 
multilateral prices makes clear – multilateral balancing payment is the most applicable option

Multilateral balancing payment Rejection-based charging Combination of MBP and 
rejection-based charging 

1 2
1 2+

Pros:
• MBP is an applicable wholesale cost 

recovery mechanism
• Customers/ debtor side won’t be 

charged (most advantages on DD are

Pros:
• A punitive charge for rejects may 

provide parties with incentives to 
improve their handling in terms of 
efficiency, accuracy, etc.

Pros:
• Beneficiaries of the scheme pay for it 

(MBP per transaction)

• Especially when SEPA DD is new an charged (most advantages on DD are 
on the creditor side) (71% of the 
interviewees do not pay a DD fee today)

• Beneficiaries of the scheme pay for it 
(96% of all creditors in Germany pay a fee 
for direct debit submission)

• A cost recovery mechanism 
compatible with the German scheme 
may encourage early migration of the 
German scheme

p y
additional payment form with 
exception charging for rejects and 
revocations brings cost recovery 
efficiences

for direct debit submission)

• MBP produces a range of efficiencies, 
including lower transaction costs, 
increased transparency and 
facilitating new entries

Cons:
• The rejection charge will effectively 

cross-subsidise the majority of the 
beneficiaries of the scheme (who do 
not pay for it)

Cons:
• Costs for rejects would result in 

debtors switching from DDs to 
alternative less efficient payment

• Bilateral arrangements are also 
possible because MBP functions by 
default

• MBP does not eliminate competition 
on the market

p y )
• For each rejection the debtor bank 

has to identify the “polluter”– this 
leads to a decline in process 
efficiency and rising costs for DD

• Parties causing rejections will pay an

alternative, less efficient payment 
methods and could lead to a reduction 
in volume of DDs and  thus makes 
SEPA DD less viable (71% of the 
interviewed customers would surely shift 
to alternative payment methods because on the market

Cons:
• No/little appeal to agree with bilateral 

arrangements

• Parties causing rejections will pay an 
excessive charge

• Typically rejects are caused by 
debtors (due to insufficient funds). 
Customers are not willing to pay a 
higher fee they are likely to switch to

of higher fees).

• Operating with two charging systems
causes higher administrative effort/ 
costs for participants
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arrangements higher fee – they are likely to switch to 
alternative methods



Multilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

Multilateral balancing payment (MBP) is the most efficient cost recovery mechanism as 
participants that benefit more from the scheme compensate those who benefit less

F l t ti

Options for multilateral priced cost recovery mechanism

1

Evaluation of the three options

B fi i i f th h f it
Multilateral 
balancing 
payment 

• Fee always per transaction
• Balancing payment (creditor bank pays 

debtor bank)
• Balancing fees normally fixed by banking 

1 • Beneficiaries of the scheme pay for it 
(MBP per transaction)

• Fair allocation of charges between 
parties (no additional fees for rejects1)

(MBP)
g y y g

communities
• Customers/ debtor side won’t be charged

• Punitive charges for rejects or 2 • Majority who benefits from the scheme   

• No subsidisation of a small group of 
participants

Rejection-
based 

Charging 
System

g j
revocations

• A small group of users subsidizes the 
whole costs of the scheme

j y
does not pay for it

• Small group subsidises the scheme
• Deemed to be a unfair system

Ca ses higher s m of charges than transSystem

• Balancing payment and additional
3

• Benefits from both options 1 and 2

• Causes higher sum of charges than trans-
action based charging system (higher reject 
rate because SEPA DD is a new scheme)

Combination 
of MBP and 
rejection-

based 
h i

Balancing payment and additional 
rejection based charge
 MBP fee always per transaction
 Additional exception charges paid 

by causer of the rejection or

Benefits from both options 1 and 2
• Exception charges will cross subsidise  

the costs for the scheme
• Operating with two charging systems 

causes higher administrative effort/ costs
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charging by causer of the rejection or 
revocation 

causes higher administrative effort/ costs 
for participants

1) More social than rejection-based charging system because the majority of rejects are 
due to insufficient funds (about 75%) – which would lead to higher costs for customers 



Mmultilateral pricing enhances the performance and simplifies the process

Multilateral balancing payment is most suitable to ensure, that SEPA DD becomes a success

Evaluation of feasibility per option with regard to … Conclusion

• MBP is the most… results of the … ranking of the … status quo in

Multilateral 
balancing

1

MBP is the most 
suitable cost recovery 
mechanism, to create 
economic benefits for 
all participants

… results of the
survey

… ranking of the 
selected options 

… status quo in 
domestic schemes

balancing 
payment 

(MBP)
• Customers/ debtors 

side won‘t be 
charged

2

all participants

• MBP ensures that 
debtors side won’t be 
charged in order to 

• All three analysed 
countries already 
now have some 
form of MBP

• MBP is the most 
efficient cost 
recovery 
mechanism

Rejection-
based 

Charging 
System

2
make sure, that SEPA 
DD becomes a 
success story

All th l d

• For the scheme to 
provide incentives for 
efficiency the debtor 
bank must be able to 

• Probably these 
options causes rising 
fees for customers –
they are likely to 

• Similar to German 
and Austrian scheme. 
But both schemes do 
not charge the System

Combination 
of MBP and

3

• All three analysed 
countries (Germany, 
Italy, France) already 
now have some form 

f MBP h t

charge the debtor
y y

switch to alternative 
payments

g
customer even due to 
insufficient funds

of MBP and 
rejection-

based 
charging

of MBP – a change to 
MBP per transaction 
can be carried out 
easily

• Probably the rejects 
causes rising fees for 
customers – they are 
likely to switch to 
alternative payments

• Operating with two 
charging systems 
causes higher 
administrative effort/ 
costs for participants

• Combination of two 
charging systems is 
not typical in most 
EU countries
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Detailed results

Importance of payment schemes for customers when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone 
bill)

Germany France

Cash

Total
y

Italy

Direct Debit

34% 32%

28%
18%

28%

28%

22%

agreement

full agreement

32%
37%

42%

26%

33%

32%

t

full agreement

22%

24%

19%

25%
14%

partly agreement

agreement

37%

16%

41%

21%

42%

23%

partly agreement

agreement

14%

19%

18%
13%

12%
rather no 

agreement
7%

21%

3%
8%
9%

rather no 
agreement

16%
22%

7%
18%

no agreement

3%
3%
3%
3%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone bill)



Detailed results

Germany France

Importance of payment schemes for customers when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone 
bill)

Credit Transfer Cheque

Total
y

Italy

27% 3%

25%
22%

39%

22%

42%

agreement

full agreement

9%
18%

25%

12%

5%

3%

t

full agreement

40%

23%

38%

22%
21%

partly agreement

agreement

17%

32%

31%

26%

25%

9%

partly agreement

agreement

9%

22%

12%
11%

6%
rather no 

agreement
22%

19%

14%
24%
25%

rather no 
agreement

4%
5%
6%

3%

no agreement

33%
5%

14%
58%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone bill)



Detailed results

Germany France

Importance of payment schemes for customers when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone 
bill)

Debit Card (PIN) Debit Card (Signature)

Total
y

Italy

25% 21%

27%
30%

39%

29%

30%

agreement

full agreement

20%
19%

32%

20%

26%

21%

t

full agreement

32%

21%

30%

19%
17%

partly agreement

agreement

26%

22%

20%

24%

32%

20%

partly agreement

agreement

10%

18%

9%
8%

11%
rather no 

agreement
15%

21%

19%
15%

14%
rather no 

agreement

13%
9%

6%
18%

no agreement

17%
20%

9%
19%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone bill)



Detailed results

Germany France

Importance of payment schemes for customers when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone 
bill)

Credit Card

Total
y

Italy

16%

20%
24%

35%

26%

17%

agreement

full agreement

23%

17%

23%

19%
17%

partly agreement

agreement

14%

17%

15%
13%
14%

rather no 
agreement

25%
21%

7%
36%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
1. Rate the importance the following payment schemes have for you when paying for periodical services with different rates (i.e. telephone bill)



Detailed results

Customers willingness to switch to alternative payment schemes, if payment per direct debit becomes 
more expensive in the future

Germany France
Total

y
Italy

46%

39%
39%

38%

25%

29%

agreement

full agreement

32%

19%

32%

32%
21%

partly agreement

agreement

3%

23%

5%
4%

2%
rather no 

agreement

2%
4%

1%
2%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
4. a) Should direct debit become more expensive I will shift to alternative payment schemes.



Detailed results

Payment schemes to which customers will shift to

Germany France

Cash Credit Transfer

Total
y

Italy

28%
17%

34%

23%

31%
full agreement

39%
24%

25%

33%

54%
full agreement

25%
19%

16%

35%

19%

23%

partly agreement

agreement
36%

38%

24%

39%

10%

33%

partly agreement

agreement

19%

19%

19%

10%
11%

rather no 
agreement

partly agreement
17%

7%

21%

8%
2%

rather no 
agreement

partly agreement

16%

13%

26%
5%

16%
no agreement

4%

5%

10%
4%

1%
no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
4. b) Payment schemes which I will shift to



Detailed results

Payment schemes to which customers will shift to

Germany France

Cheque Debit Card

Total
y

Italy

15%
35%

13%

7%

5%

full agreement

31%
36%

32%

27%

28%

full agreement

20%
36%

29%

30%

14%

partly agreement

agreement

34%
36%

17%

44%

19%

partly agreement

agreement

19%

6%

18%

18%
20%

rather no 
agreement

partly agreement

18%

5%

16%

4%
9%

rather no 
agreement

partly agreement

31%

16%

5%
10%

55%

no agreement

11%

7%

7%
3%

17%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
4. b) Payment schemes which I will shift to



Detailed results

Payment schemes to which customers will shift to

Germany France

Credit Card

Total
y

Italy

22%
18%

29%

19%

21%

full agreement

24%
21%

20%

37%

16%

19%

partly agreement

agreement

18%

15%

19%

7%
12%

rather no 
agreement

partly agreement

24%

12%

27%
7%

32%

no agreement
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Question to customers (Germany, Italy, France):
4. b) Payment schemes which I will shift to



Detailed results

Invoices / transactions per month Industrial sectors of interviewed creditors

2%10-100 3%

2%

Water Supply / Waste Disposal

Energy

3%

2%

100-500

10 100

40%

16%

Commerce

Finance- and Assurance

pp y p

16%500-1000

6%

16%

40%

I d t

Information and Communication

Commerce

52%

26%

5000

1000-5000

9%

6%

Services

Industry

0% 70%

7%

0% 70%

Other
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Question to creditors (Germany):
8. How many invoices / transactions do you handle every month?

Question to creditors (Germany):
9. Which industrial sector is your company?



Detailed results - Differences in possible charging models (MBP vs. no MBP)

SEPA DD-scheme charging models

Multilateral Balancing Payment N MBP / E h id tMultilateral Balancing Payment No MBP / Each side pays own costs

[2] Pre-notification[2] Pre-notification

[1]DEBTORDEBTOR CREDITORCREDITOR

Fee per 
transaction

Fee per 
transaction

[1] MandateDEBTORDEBTOR CREDITORCREDITOR

Fee per transaction 
(creditor bank charges 

creditor)

[3]
[5] [7]

1 1

Fee per transaction

[3] Collection including 
mandate data[5] Debit 

account
[7] Credit
account

1

2

CREDITORCREDITOR
BANKBANK

DEBTORDEBTOR
BANKBANK

[6]
[6]

Interbanking agreement
CREDITORCREDITOR

BANKBANK
DEBTORDEBTOR

BANKBANK

[6]
Interbanking 

message

[6]
Interbanking 

message

1

CSMCSM

Clearing and settlement mechanism

[4][4]
CSMCSM

Clearing and settlement mechanism

[4] Interbanking 
message

[4] Interbanking message
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n way of charges
Direction of fees inside the DD scheme
Direction of fees outside the DD scheme



InhaltQuestionnaire

Questions to creditors (Germany)Questions to creditors (Germany)
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InhaltQuestionnaire

Questions to customers (Germany)Questions to customers (Germany)
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InhaltQuestionnaire

Questions to customers (Italy)Questions to customers (Italy)
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InhaltQuestionnaire

Questions to customers (France)Questions to customers (France)
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Glossary

Definitions

Direct Debit (DD)
 Direct debit is a cashless payment scheme. To handle a direct debit you (customer) give the creditor 

(i.e. telephone company) the authorization to collect due bills from your bank account. The authorization lasts until 
cancelled.

Multilateral 
balancing payment

(MBP)

 A payment made by the creditor bank to the debtor bank in relation to the costs incurred by the debtor bank in relation to a 
direct debit transaction. The level of a balancing payment shall comply with applicable competition rules. Multilateral 
balancing payment fees are normally fixed by banking communities. So MBP is a wholesale cost recovery mechanism.

 Receives the mandate from the debtor to initiate collections which are instructions to receive funds from the debtor bank
Creditor

Debtor  Gives the mandate to the creditor to initiate collections. The debtor’s bank account is debited in accordance with the 
collections initiated by the creditor. By definition, the debtor is always the holder of the account to be debited.

 Receives the mandate from the debtor to initiate collections, which are instructions to receive funds from the debtor bank 
by debiting the account of the debtor. On the basis of this mandate, the Creditor collects the direct debits.

Creditor bank
 The bank where the creditor's account is held and which has an agreement with the creditor about the rules and 

conditions. On the basis of this agreement it receives and executes instructions from the creditor to initiate the 
direct debit transaction by forwarding the collection to the debtor bank.

 The bank where the account to be debited is held and which has an agreement with the debtor about the rules and 
Debtor bank

g
conditions. On the basis of this agreement, it executes each collection of the direct debit originated by the creditor by 
debiting the debtor’s account.

Due date  The due date of the collection is the day when the payment of the debtor is due to the creditor.
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Glossary

Definitions

Clearing and 
settlement

mechanism (CSM)
 A Clearing and settlement mechanism (including a PE-ACH) as described in the PE-ACH/CSM Framework.

 The definition of SEPA is part of the EPC Roadmap 2004 2010 approved by the EPC Plenary in December 2004 SEPA
Single Euro 

Payments Area
(SEPA)

 The definition of SEPA is part of the EPC Roadmap 2004-2010 approved by the EPC Plenary in December 2004. SEPA 
will be the area where citizens, companies and other economic actors will be able to make and receive payments in euros 
whether between or within national boundaries under the same basic conditions, rights and obligations regardless of their 
location within Europe. SEPA is currently defined as consisting of all the EU member states plus Iceland, Norway, 
Liechtenstein, Switzerland and Monaco.

Interbanking 
agreement  Agreement between banks governing the direct debit scheme.

Mandate  Unique initial authorization by the debtor allowing the creditor to initiate direct debitsMandate  Unique initial authorization by the debtor allowing the creditor to initiate direct debits.

Non pre-authorised
direct debit  Direct debit scheme without a mandate. It requires the authorization by the debtor prior to each direct debit. 
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Methodology / Assumption

Objectives / Assumptions:

 The study “SEPA Direct Debit – a success story for the European Payment Market” is the first study by the research center 
for financial services of the Steinbeis-University Berlin to identify potentials and factors of success for direct debit payment in

Objectives / Assumptions:

for financial services of the Steinbeis University Berlin to identify potentials and factors of success for direct debit payment in 
Europe (especially against the background of the implementation of SEPA DD)
 The main objective of the study is to identify critical factors of success by implementation of SEPA DD
 The prognoses and computations represented in the study are based on present market conditions and - circumstances.

When unforeseen events of the basic conditions and/or developments in the capital markets occur the prognoses must be 
computed again

Advance:
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